**ACTIVE INGREDIENT:**
Brodifacoum 3-[3-(4'-bromo-1,1'-biphenyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-naphthalenyl]-4-hydroxy-2H-1-benzopyran-2-one............0.005%

**INERT INGREDIENTS**.......................................99.995%

**TOTAL:**..............................................................100.000%

**NET WT.: 3 OZ. Bait Tray (85 g)**

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**CAUTION:**
May be harmful or fatal if swallowed. Read additional precautionary statements on back panel.

**RATS AND MICE MAY CONSUME A LETHAL DOSE IN ONE FEEDING WITH FIRST DEAD RODENTS APPEARING 4 OR 5 DAYS AFTER FEEDING BEGINS.**

**D-CON**

**BRAND:** D-CON

**PRODUCT:** READY-MIXED BAITBITS BAIT TRAY

**FRAGRANCE/FLAVOUR:** NA

**SIZE:** 3 OZ

**COUNTRY:** US

**UPC#:** NONE

**COMPONENT#: 8079823**

**DIE OUTLINE NUMBER:** Q30695

**PRINTER NAME:** X

**PRINTER PROCESS:** X

**AME/PO#:** H23188

**PRE-PRESS AME/PO#:** H23188

**FILE NAME:** drmb_3oz_kmr_thrm_ft_us.ai

**REV 1:** 04.03.13

**LANGUAGES**

**UNITED STATES**

**ALL COLORS PRINT 100% UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.**

**ALL STRUCTURE AND HOLDING LINES DO NOT PRINT UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.**

**THIS PROOF INDICATES APPROXIMATE COLOR ONLY! USE APPROVED COLORS ONLY!**

**ALL TRAPPING IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ENGRAVER AND/OR SEPARATOR.**

**D-CON LOGO PRINTS KO WHITE WITH PROCESS BLACK OUTLINES; BEVELS PRINT FROM FILE: "dc_master_logic_level_white.psd"**

**"81" PRINTS PROCESS BLACK, KO WHITE "READY MIXED BAITBITS"; "KILLS MICE, " PRINTS GRADIENT OF YELLOW 012 TO KO WHITE; "MATES..." PRINTS GRADIENT OF YELLOW 012 TO KO WHITE, SEE ILLUSTRATION FILE FOR EXACT POSITIONING OF GRADIENT SLIDES.

**D-CON BAO PRINTS GRADUATIONS OF PMS 1975 RED; KO WHITE BLOW; SEE PHOTOSHOP FILE FOR SPECIFIC INFORMATION:**

**"drmb_3oz_kmr_thrm_us.psd"**

**"TO OPEN..." KO WHITE, "PEEL CORNER" PRINTS PROCESS BLACK; GRADUATIONS PRINT PMS 368 & PMS 1975 RED WI/BLACK SCREEN OVERPRINTS**

**NAVY BANNER PRINTS 45% PMS 012 YELLOW WITH GRADIENT DROP SHADOW, SEE ILLUSTRATION FILE FOR EXACT POSITIONING OF GRADIENT SLIDES; TAB PRINTS PMS 1975 RED; COPY PRINTS PROCESS BLACK**

**RED TYPE PRINTS PMS 1975 RED**

**BACKGROUND PRINTS 100% PMS 012 YELLOW**

**KOOROC AND CAUTIONARY COPY PRINTS 40% PROCESS BLACK OVERPRINTING 100% PMS 012 YELLOW**

**#1 ICON PRINTS PROCESS BLACK, KO WHITE AND PMS 1975 RED OUTLINE AS SHOWN RED BANNER PRINTS PMS 1975 RED; KO WHITE COPY**
SELECTION OF TREATMENT AREAS:

Do not use in sewers. Do not place bait in areas where rats or mice will most likely congregate. Place baits in areas consistently infested with rodents, such as in areas where rodents have left food, water and harborage. Never place bait in areas where children, pets, domestic animals and other potentially destructive animals may enter. Select areas where rat or mouse activity exists and where levels of contamination can be made. Maintain an uninterrupted supply of fresh bait for at least 10 days.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Determine areas where rats or mice will most likely congregate. Generally, these are along walls, by gnawed openings in building exteriors, in areas where rodent activity is present. Do not use in sewers. Select areas where rats or mice have been seen. Apply baits at intervals of 20-30 feet in infested areas. If baits are not fed from for 5 consecutive days, relocate them to other areas where rodent activity exists and where placements consistent with the requirements of this label can be made. Maintain an uninterrupted supply of fresh bait for at least 10 days.

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION:

May be harmful or fatal if swallowed. Read additional precautionary statements on back panel.

USE RESTRICTIONS:

This product may be used to control Norway Rats, Roof Rats, and House Mice in homes. This product may be harmful or fatal if swallowed. This product may be harmful or fatal if swallowed. Read additional precautionary statements on back panel.

IMPORTANT:

Do not use in sewers. Do not place bait in areas where rats or mice will most likely congregate. Place baits in areas consistently infested with rodents, such as in areas where rodents have left food, water and harborage. Never place bait in areas where children, pets, domestic animals and other potentially destructive animals may enter. Select areas where rat or mouse activity exists and where levels of contamination can be made. Maintain an uninterrupted supply of fresh bait for at least 10 days.

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION:

May be harmful or fatal if swallowed. Read additional precautionary statements on back panel.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:

Hazard to humans and domestic animals, pets. Wash hands after handling bait.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Rats and mice may consume a lethal dose in one feeding with first dead rodents appearing 4 or 5 days after feeding begins.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Rats and mice may consume a lethal dose in one feeding with first dead rodents appearing 4 or 5 days after feeding begins.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Rats and mice may consume a lethal dose in one feeding with first dead rodents appearing 4 or 5 days after feeding begins.

APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:

Rats and mice may consume a lethal dose in one feeding with first dead rodents appearing 4 or 5 days after feeding begins.
**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

1. Place 16 bait trays in areas where rodents are commonly encountered. The bait trays should be placed at least 10 feet from each other to avoid covering each other. Do not use in sewers. Do not place bait in areas where there is a possibility of contaminating food, water, or other substances.

2. If bait is consumed by humans, domestic animals, wildlife, or pets, call your local Poison Control Center.

3. This product may reduce the clotting ability of the blood and cause hemorrhaging. The anticoagulant action of this product may produce prolonged prothrombin times for 20 to 30 days after exposure. If poisoning occurs, oral and intramuscular administration of Vitamin K1 are indicated, as in poisoning from overdose of dicumarol (bishydroxy coumarin).

4. If partly filled: Dispose of product container, and unused, spoiled, and unconsumed bait as specified on this label.

5. The product may be harmful or fatal if swallowed. Keep away from humans, domestic animals, wildlife, or in tamper-resistant bait stations. These stations must be resistant to tampering and capable of restraining the bait after it is shaken from stations when they are lifted, units must be secured or otherwise immobilized. Even stronger bait stations are needed in areas open to hoofed livestock, raccoons, bears, other potentially destructive animals, or in areas prone to vandalism.

6. If bait can be reached by children:钵 ensure that children are kept away from the bait compartments and the bait itself. If bait can be reached by children, ensure that children are kept away from the bait compartments and the bait itself.

7. May be harmful or fatal if swallowed. Keep away from humans, domestic animals, wildlife, or pets.

8. **ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:**
   - This product is toxic to fish, birds, and wildlife. This product must only be applied to surfaces that contain food and water. Do not broadcast bait.
   - This product is toxic to fish, birds, and wildlife. This product must only be applied to surfaces that contain food and water. Do not broadcast bait.
   - Do not apply this product to ponds, lakes, streams, rivers, or other bodies of water. Do not apply this product to areas where birds or wildlife are likely to be present.

9. **SELECTION OF TREATMENT AREAS:**
   - Determine areas where rats or mice will most likely find and consume the bait. Generally, rodents have been seen. Remove as much alternative food as possible. Use tamper-concealed places, between floors and walls, or in locations where rodents or signs of infestation are along walls, by gnawed openings, in or beside burrows, in corners and leftover bait properly.

10. **TO CONTROL NORWAY AND ROOF RATS:**
    - If trays are not fed from for 5 consecutive days, relocate them to other places where rodent activity exists and where placements consistent with the infested areas. If trays are not fed from for 5 consecutive days, relocate them to other places where rodent activity exists and where placements consistent with the infested areas.

11. **STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:**
    - This product may be used to control House Mice, Norway Rats, and Roof Rats in homes.
    - If using the product to control Norway Rats or Roof Rats, establish permanent bait stations and replenish as needed.
    - To help prevent accidents:
      - Do not use on sidewalks, driveways, or other areas where pedestrians may walk or enter.
      - Place bait in areas that are inaccessible to children and pets.
      - Place bait in areas that are inaccessible to children and pets.

12. **IMPORTANT:**
    - Read this entire label and follow all use directions and use precautions.
    - It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

13. **FOR HUMAN CASES:**
    - Call a physician at once. For 24 hour emergency assistance, call your local Poison Control Center.

14. **FOR ANIMAL CASES:**
    - Vitamin K1 is antidotal at 5 mg/kg intramuscularly. Oral Vitamin K 1 should be given for up to 30 days at 5 mg/kg.

15. **INFORMATION FOR USERS:**
    - This product contains brodifacoum, an anticoagulant with a half-life of 4 to 8 days. This compound is not effective unless ingested by rodents or their predators. The compound may reduce the clotting ability of the blood and cause hemorrhaging. The anticoagulant action of this compound may produce prolonged prothrombin times for 20 to 30 days after exposure. If poisoning occurs, oral and intramuscular administration of vitamin K1 are indicated, as in poisoning from overdose of dicumarol (bishydroxy coumarin).